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The City is taking a coordinated, interagency approach to making Civic Center more inviting today and for future generations.

- Bringing more vitality to Civic Center’s public spaces today
- Creating a vision that will transform Civic Center’s public spaces tomorrow

- Strategy for Managing the Spaces
- Community Engagement
The Civic Center Commons Initiative is a collaborative effort to breathe new life into the City’s central civic spaces.
Middle Ground
Bringing social science research to public urban environments
Partners
Site Plan showing proposed temporary installation NTS
Variety of chairs (all painted yellow) on tops of columns and at grade
(Image: Bade Stageberg Cox “Urban Ballet”)

Chairs stand in for humans in exhibit graphics

You’re always on my mind...
...even when you’re not here.
Aerial view of design concept
View of Design Concept from across Larkin
New graphic: temporary ground plane treatment
Social Psychology Exhibit Prototypes
Research Project

How does steward facilitation impact public engagement and learning at interactive social science exhibits in an urban environment?
Thank you!